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Begin by removing the 
left and right lower 
with skins from kit.  
Add glue to fold seam 
and lay flat on table 
and allow the glue to 
cool.

Follow the symbol 
mapping instructions 
and stack formers F4a 
and F5a.  Also follow 
symbol mapping 
instructions and stack 
the 4 WS labeled wing 
spars and 2 FR labeled 
fuselage longerons.

Once the stacks are 
made, install formers 
F4a and F5a as shown.  
Remove foam on hori-
zontal stabilizers 
where indicated and 
add bevels  where indi-
cated.



Follow the symbol map-
ping instruction and 
install the wing spars 
onto the lower wing 
skins.  The FR longerons 
will butt up the rear spars 
and run rearward.  The 
longerons run flush to the 
edge between the main 
wing and the horizontal 
stabilizer.  Make sure 
when gluing wing spars 
and longerons, a heavy 
continuous bead of glue 
is used.  

For our wing pylons, 
remove foam where indi-
cated and glue a section 
of BBQ skewer in the 
cavity.  Once glued in 
place, glue pylon to wing 
tip using stack instruc-
tions.  The x after the 
stack symbols means that 
the  laser etched instruc-
tions will face one anoth-
er when glued together.



 

Add glue to the hori
zontal stabilizers as 
pictured.  Carefully 
fold horizontal stabi
lizer over creating a 
double leading edge 
layer make sure it isn’t  
skewed. Hold in place 
until glue has a chance 
to cool.
Next, fold elevator all 
the way forward, add 
a bead of glue to ele
vator hinge.  Quickly 
wipe away excess glue 
with scrap.  Keep ele
vator in this position 
until glue has had a 
chance to cool.



Add glue to the hori
zontal stabilizers as 
pictured.  Carefully 
fold horizontal stabi
lizer over creating a 
double leading edge 
layer make sure it isn’t  
skewed. Hold in place 
until glue has a chance 
to cool.
Next, fold elevator all 
the way forward, add 
a bead of glue to ele
vator hinge.  Quickly 
wipe away excess glue 
with scrap.  Keep ele
vator in this position 
until glue has had a 
chance to cool.

Remove battery box parts from kit and remove 
foam where indicated.  Fold and glue two C 
folds where indicated, and B Fold  and glue 
bottom plate.  Create C fold on 2nd side plate. 
Run a bead of glue along edge of bottom plate 
and glue two haves together as shown.  Once 
glued, insert 2nd bottom plate, slide all the 
way back until front edge is flush with side 
plates.  Glue in place.  Once glued, push 
tongue in center of box down creating a ramp. 
Glue in place.   Add Velcro as shown.



In order to proceed it will be necessary to have two small boxes, totes or similar.  Add 
a piece of scrap to the top of the box as shown.  Once boxes are prepared, set assem-
bly on top. To install the battery box gently squeeze the top of the box together as 
shown.  When properly installed, the linear rails will rest on top of the rear wing 
spars. The front wing spars will stick through the small rectangle knockouts on the 
sides of the battery box.  The front of the rails will be flush against the back of the 
F4a former.  Once in place add glue where box meets the lower wing skins, the former 
and where the front wing spar pass thru box.  DO NOT GLUE LINEAR RAILS TO REAR 



Add a bead of glue down the seam of C7 skin.  Remove paper and mark out zones where shape 
is to be added. This is covered in the nose section of the Basics and Beyond playlist located in 
the Flite Test Tech Youtube channel. It will be necessary to watch the nose assembly video in its 
entirety before building this part. Next add shape and glue seam.  When installing the formers, 
the F3 former will be sticking out 2 layers. DO NOT GULE THE FORMER TO THE SKIN AT THE 
BOTTOM. 

The F2 former will stick out the front by one layer. Add a bevel where indicated. Once F2 is glued 
in place, cut the dotted lines using a razor blade.  Leave a single pair of the dashed line uncut 
top, bottom left and right as indicated by the orange arrows.  



Follow the symbol map
ping and work forwards 
on the nose assembly.  Its 
best to wait and install 
the tip of the nose until 
airframe is nearly com
plete to prevent damage.  
Once nose is complete, 
remove the canopy from  
kit.  Video instructions of 
the canopy may be found 
in the Miscellaneous video 
of the Basics and Beyond 
playlist located on Flite 
Test Tech YouTube Chan
nel.  I would recommend 
running a piece of mask
ing tape down the sides 
near the edge to be glued 
to fuse.  Glue canopy in 
place.



Remove skin C8a from kit along with doubler. Remove paper, 
and add shape to match formers F4a And F5a. Add shape to the 
double and glue down the center as shown. Notice there is space 
front and back, this is necessary so that C8a skin will lay flat on 
formers. Test fit C8a skin and trim doubler if necessary. Note 
that two layer of foam(F4a former) will be sticking out from 
skin.  The number of foam layers sticking out in rear is not 
critical.
Run a heavy bead of glue along top of F4a former and hold in 
place. Do same with F5a former.  Once glue has cooled, run a 
ruler along skin just above longerons to ensure skin running in 
a straight line. Next runs bead of glue where skin meets lower 
wing skin. Allow to cool.



Run pushrod housing thru pill slot on C8a.  Glue one end of push rod housing to push rod 
holder on F4a former as pictured.  Next, attach the 23” pushrod to  the single arm of servo 
and run pushrod through housing. Glue servo in place as shown.

Set up two servos with single arms faced in opposite directions.  Drop 1st servo into opening 
on lower wing skin.  Note that the servos is installed from the top side of the lower wing skin 
and the servo arm is pointing down.  Rotate the arm forward or backwards and push it down 
so that it is flush with underside of lower wing skin. Glue in place.  Do the same on the other 
side.  Connect aileron servos with Y connector and tape connections. Run other end of Y con-
nector thru battery box.



Flip assembly over and add glue where box 
meets lower wing skin.  Install F4b adding 
glue anywhere former makes contact with wing 
skin or battery box.
Set up two servos with single arms faced in 
opposite directions. First feed servo wire thru 
inner-most slot.  Glue servo into cavity.  Servo 
arm must be sticking through where visible 
from top of airframe.  Run wires down longe
rons, through slot, over spars and into battery 
box as shown.



When installing aileron 
servos, �rst add a single servo 
arm to two servos. Arms will 
be facing opposite directions. 
Install a single servo from top 
of lower wing skin. Note that 
the servo arm is pointing 
downward.  The servo arm 
will need to be manually 
rotated forwards or back-
wards when dropping servo 
in place. Once servo is in 
place, add a bead of glue 
where servo meets skin.  
Repeat on other side.  Add a Y 
harness and tape connec-
tions. Feed wire into battery 
box.

To install rudder servo, install 
single arm onto servo and 
connect 23” push rod to servo 
arm.  Feed 23” pushrod into 
pushrod housing.  Position 
servo on battery box ensuring 
the pushrod is free to move in 
and out of pushrod housing.  
Once happy with test �t, glue 
servo in place.





If installing an EDF, begin by removing 
any tabs from EDF housing.  Included 
with kit are two paper thrust tube. The 
smaller one is for a 64mm EDF and the 
larger is for a 70mm EDF.  Begin by rolling 
thrust tube and gluing tab to opposing 
edge.  Ensure that the angled corners of 
the tab lines up to the square corners of 
opposing edge. Performance will be 
degraded if rolled too tightly or too 
loosely.  

Once Thrust tube is formed, install EDF 
and run wires through the square hole.  
Reinforce tube where wires are passing 
through with a couple layers of tape. Add 
glue where wires are coming though 
hole.  Next slide the EDF marked former 
over thrust tube.  Once slid all the way 
forward add glue where thrust tube 
meets former.

 Assembly is then glued to inside of the 
airframe. The two linear rails seen from 
the underside of the airframe will be 
pushed into the rectangular cavities on 
the face of the EDF former.  Test �t �rst. 
Once �t looks good add glue to two cavi-
ties and recessed area on top of the 
former and drop assembly in place.  Add 
glue to any accessible area where former 
meets airframe.



Next add the EDF2 former. 
The same will be used for a 
64mm or 70mm.  Its easiest 
to install at 90 degrees as 
shown and then rotate in to 
cut outs on airframe.  The 
former tabs are �ush with 
the underside of airframe. 
Once in position glue in 
place. A small amount of 
glue may be added where 
former meets thrust tube. 
Route wiring as shown.  
With EDF assembly in place, 
add glue where rear wing 
spars meet linear rails.



If installing a BDF, begin by matching 
up the prop to the BDF. Its very im-
portant that if installing a counter 
clockwise prop, a clockwise BDF hous-
ing is used(see photo of this example), 
if installing a clockwise prop, a counter 
clockwise BDF is used.  

 Once prop has been matched up to 
housing, install prop onto motor.  In-
stalling the motor into the housing 
can be a tight �t.  Depending on style 
of the motor, install may vary slightly 
from what pictured. In the example 
pictured, the wires are pulled straight 
down, the motor is pushed straight 
down. The shaft coming out of the 
back of the motor will need to pass 
thru center hole.  As the motor is 
pushed in, the wires will pass thru a 
side cavity  and motor will center up in 
housing.  Once the motor is dropped 
down, align holes in housing with 
holes on motor mount. If the holes will 
not line up, it may be necessary to 
remove a small amount of material 
where wires make contact with side of 
cavity. Removing a small amount of 
material will allow the motor mount to 
rotate more inside the housing.  Once 
holes line up, secure motor with 
screws.



Install small BDF mounts into slots on airframe. Next position BDF as 
picture. Round cutouts on either side of housing will line up with �at 
portion of airframe.  Secure wires using zip ties.  Route wires into 
airframe as shown, wires will then be routed into battery box. Install 
skin F5a.





From this point forward, all instructions are the same for both EDF 
and BDF builds.  One thing to note, if running a BDF, it is recom-
mended installing the EDF former(either size) to give extra 
strength in the center of the C8b skin.
To install the C8b skin, run a straight edge between the F4b and 
F5b formers. Ensure that the EDF former is not too tall. If the ruler 
does not lay �at on F4b and F5b formers, shave down EDF former. 

When gluing C8 skin in place, make sure two layers of foam are 
exposed on F4b former.  Speci�c exposed foam on F5b former is 
not critical. When gluing, apply a heavy bead of glue across most 
of the EDF former. Its not critical that it goes all the way across.  
Install C8b skin ensuring center marks are lined up to center 
marks on F4b and F5b formers and that 2 layers of foam are ex-
posed on the F4b former. Once the glue cools, add a bead of glue 
between C8b skin and F4b former. Finally, glue C8b skin to F5b 
former.
Next glue the long edge of the C8b skin to the �at underside of 
airframe. To help, a ruler can be used to keep skin straight.  Apply 
a heavy bead of glue where skin meets airframe.
Lastly install C9b skin.



Using a razor blade, trace dotted line on F3 former.  Using an X-acto knife, do the same of former F2.  
Once done pinch and slightly crush the end of the battery box.  Next remove paper and add shape to 
the accessory cover.  The accessory cover will act a spacing guide when installing the nose.  

To ensure proper �t, slide nose assembly over the battery box.    The accessory cover will �t snugly 
between C6a skin and C8a skin.  It is best if the paper of the accessory cover slightly overlaps both 
the C6a and C8a skins.  Once �t looks good, mark the accessory box with a razor blade where the 
former meets the box.  
Once marked, remove nose, add heavy bead of glue to tip of battery box and reinstall nose. Once 
again, space the nose using the accessory cover while glue cools.  Once cooled, add glue where F3 
former meets battery box.



Flip airframe upside down, take 
a small piece of scrap and glue 
to battery box as shown.  Next 
glue skin to scrap.  Next run skin 
between nose skin and F4b 
former.  Mark areas on skin 
where shape needs to be added.  
Beginning in the middle glue 
skin in place and work towards 
edges. Once glued in place �ll 
round holes at back of skin with 
glue to secure to underside of 
battery box.



To form the intake, �rst remove foam from the 
scored areas and add shape to create an elongat
ed oval in the front. The rear of the intake will be 
�at on the top side and rounded on the bottom to 
match up with the two layers of F4b former.  After 
adding shape, bring the two edges together and 
glue.  
Once glue has cooled, using a razor blade, cut 
along dotted line and remove excess material.  
Next install intake divider, make sure and leave a 
space the thickness of two layers of foam at the 
rear to prevent interference with F4b former.  
Divider needs to glue top and bottom. Gently �ex 
assembly as pictured.



Test �t the assembly over 
the F4b former. It may be 
necessary to �ex and 
shape assembly more to 
ensure proper �t.  Have 
pieces of tape ready to 
help hold intake in place.  
Add a heavy bead of glue 
to F4b formers, reinstall 
intake and run tap across 
seams.





To install the trim strip between the fuselage and intake will require a 
steep bevel on top and bottom. It doesn’t need to run all the way down. A 
quick test �t will show what areas that need bevels and what areas don’t.  
To �t the trim strip, one end will �ll the gap between the underside of the 
airframe and the intake on the F4b former. The trim strip will run between 
the intake and fuselage and will come to a point along the glue seams of 
underside of the fuselage and the top of the intake. 

Once in position, take note on any visible foam, this will be where the 
foam needs to be trimmed away using a bevel cut.   Cut the bevels(mirror 
bevels on both ends) and reinstall trim strip.  Using a razor blade, create a 
score mark on the fuselage sides where the trim strip makes contact.   
Next pull back trim strip add a few drops of glue to the exposed F4b 
former and run bead of glue on the insides of the score marks on the fuse-
lage.  Glue strip in place. Repeat on other side.



To build the vertical stabilizer remove foam from 
channel and fold in half. Run a bead of glue along 
back edge and glue back edges together ensuing 
the ends are square.  
To �t to fuselage, place vertical stabilizer base on 
top of fuselage.  The rear is even with last skin.  
Using a razor blade, trace the base all the way 
around creating a score mark.  Apply a heavy 
bead of glue just inside the line and glue base 
into place. Once glued in place, run a small bead 
of glue externally.



To add upper wing skins, peel paper and add 
bevels where indicated. Add glue to aileron 
hinge and wipe away excess.  Apply heavy bead 
of glue just behind the leading edge of lower 
wing skin and carefully line up leading edges of 
upper wing skin and the lower wing skin. Keep 
the trailing edge of the upper wing skin at 45 
degrees or so while glue is cooling to ensure no 
gap forms between upper and lower wing skins.   
Next add heavy bead of glue to top of spars. 
Uneven glue will severely reduce wing strength.  
Once glue is applied, hold wing skin down.



Locate two rectangular fairings, they will 
be identi�ed by an “L” or an “R”. These 
letters will be accompanied by an arrow. 
The arrows point towards the nose of the 
aircraft when installed.   Add a bevel as 
indicated to both parts.  Position the �rst 
fairing even with the trailing edge of the 
�at portion of the airframe at the rear. The 
edge of the fairing will run along the 
longeron’s outer edges between the main 
wing and horizontal stabilizer.  Using a 
razor blade, create a score mark on the 
fuselage along top of fairing as shown.  
Next apply a heavy bead of glue just 
under score mark and along top of longe-
ron.  Reinstall fairing and allow glue to 
cool.



To install the other half of the fairing, �rst add bevels 
on both long edges of fairing. The bevels will need 
to be deep. Line up top corner on the rear of the 
fairing with of front top corner of the rectangular 
fairing.  Next locate small crop mark on the back of 
the nose assembly near the opening when battery is 
installed.  Line up the top of the fairing with this crop 
mark.  Using a razor blade make a score mark in the 
fuselage, use the top of the fairing as a guide.  
Add a heavy bead of glue just under the score make 
and glue fairing in place. Ensure that the corner is 
lined up at the rear and the fairing is lined up with 
crop mark toward the front.



Using razor blade run create a score 
mark on upper wing skin using fairing 
as a guide.  Carefully run a bead of 
glue between upper wing skin and 
fairing inside the score line.  Keep 
slight pressure where fairing meets 
skin at leading edge.  
For this next step, the airframe needs 
to be �ipped upside down. It is best to 
have a folded towel between upper 
wing skins and totes to prevent 
damage.

Line up front end of fairings to crop 
mark, apply small amount of glue 
where fairing meets fuselage.  In order 
to glue fairing, it will be necessary to 
gently press in and rotate fairing in the 
direction of the underside of the 
aircraft.  Add glue a small section at a 
time until fairing comes to opening for 
accessory hatch.





To add the underside of fairing, begin by adding bevels to 
both of the long edges.  Add a bead of glue along �at edge 
of lower wing skin. Stop glue bead approximately 3/8” short 
of outer corner. Glue back edge of lower fairing in place and 
run tape across seam.  Bring front point of lower wing fairing 
in contact with point of upper wing fairing.  Using a razor 
blade, score the fuselage. Lift lower fairing and run a bead of 
glue just under score mark.  Glue fairing in place.

Once glue has cooled, beginning at the back and moving 
forward, add a bead of glue to the upper fairing and gently 
squeeze the edges together. Do this a section at a time until 
the front of fairing is reached.

Once this is done, �ip airframe over and run a razor blade 
along edge of upper fairing to trim lower wing fairing.



To match up fairing edges near 
trailing edge of wing, begin by 
running a piece of masking tape 
along leading edge of rectangu-
lar fairing.  Once tape has been 
applied, run a bead of glue over 
the edge of the leading edge of 
rectangular fairing. Also run a 
small bead of glue on trailing 
edge of larger fairing. Once glue 
has been applied push large fair-
ing down until edges are butted 
up.  Excess glue will pile up on 
tape strip. Quickly peel tape away 
and hold fairings together until 
glue cools.

Close up rear of fairing by run-
ning bead of glue along trailing 
edge. Bring edges togther using a 
piece of tape.



Roll airframe back over 
and hook up servos on 
ailerons.  This is covered 
in detail in the servo set 
up section of Basics and 
Beyond playlist.  Flip air-
frame back over and con-
nect servos to elevators.  
You will want to be a few 
degrees positive instead 
of setting to normal neu-
tral position. Run bead of 
glue where horizontal 
stabilizer meets fairings 
for added strength.  
Trim push rod housing 
5.25” from fold.





To form rudder, line up ruler 
to reference mark top and 
bottom of rudder. Peel 
paper back along ruler edge. 
Flip rudder over and do the 
same on other side.  Using 
the ruler as a guide, make a 
45-degree bevel all the way 
down. Flip rudder over and 
do another 45-degree bevel. 
Run a bead of glue along 
one bevel and glue one 
paper tab to bevel.  Flip over 
and repeat.  Once each of 
the tabs have been glued to 
the 45-degree bevel, glue 
the two paper tabs together 
as shown.  Lastly, trim excess 
as pictured.



Add a bead of glue to 
the paper tab of the 
rudder and glue to 
vertical stabilizer as 
shown.  Add a bead of 
glue down center of 
vertical stabilizer and 
along the other paper 
tab, then fold vertical 
stabilizer in half. 



To install upper section of vertical stabilizer, run the push
rod housing thru pill shaped slot. Apply a heavy bead of 
glue to top edge of the vertical stabilizer base.  Also apply a 
heavy bead of glue to push rod housing as it comes up thru 
the base.  Set upper vertical stabilizer in place. There will be 
a small swell in the material below the area where the 
pushrod housing comes thru skin.  Add two pieces of tape 
as shown.  Once glue has cooled, run tape along the edges 
to be glued as shown. Gently bend upper half over and �ll 
seam with glue.  When edges come together glue will 
shoot out, quickly remove the two pieces of tape, this will 
remove excess glue.  Ensure vertical stabilizer is straight 
while glue cools.



Trim away an excess material if 
binding occurs.  Make z bend in 
rudder push rod and set up 
servo.

To create pull tab for accessory 
cover, fold a piece of clear tape in 
half the long ways. Next fold the 
tape in half forming a pull tab 
and push through pill shaped 
slot in accessory cover. On the 
inside, glue the tape pull tab in 
place.



To set magnets in place, group 
magnets in four stacks of two.  
Glue a pair of magnets in each 
of the four cavities in formers 
F3a and F4a. Using a marker, 
make an X on the top magnets.  
Next install accessory cover, 
make sure cover is fully seated. 
It may be necessary to trim the 
edges slightly. Once fully 
seated, press down over each 
of the four magnets to create 
an impression on the under-
side of the accessory cover. 
Remove the cover and glue a 
magnet over each impression. 
Make sure to glue the correct 
magnet to the corresponding 
position on the accessory 
cover. 



If running an EDF, install the skin 
labeled EDF exhaust. If running a BDF, 
use paper thrust tube. Carefully line 
up angled corners to square corners 
on opposing edge.  Its important 
thrust tube is not too tight or too 
loose.   Glue in place.  If necessary add 
take on the inside to over any holes.



For best performance, it is necessary to open up auxiliary 
inlets on the underside of the aircraft. If running BDFs, 
open inlets at the rear, if running EDFs, open forward slots 
in front of fan.  

If nose been added, add nose now.  Remove all tape, air-
craft is ready to �y!!




